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International recognition - SNCF Gares et Connexions, France’s railway 

operator, chooses Archidata, a BIM-Operations technology from 

Quebec 

 
Montreal, Octobre 28 2021 - Archidata and its French partner Algo'Tech were awarded the BIM-Operations 

of Digital Twins contract by SNCF Gares et Connexions following a call for tender as part of their project: 

BIM digital station warehouse 2020. 

 SNCF Gares et Connexions is carrying out a vast program of digital transformation of its built assets to 

improve its operational performance. It aims to modernize its internal operations by selecting innovative 

methodologies and tools. 

For the first time in the world, the digital twins of 122 stations will be accessible online on a single platform. 

The data warehouse developed by Archidata will guarantee the reliability of the building data 

disseminated through the SNCF Gares et Connexion’s computer network. This improved control of assets 

will guide the daily actions of SNCF Gares et Connexions G&C for the operation, maintenance, and 

development of stations. 

 Archidata offered SNCF Gares et Connexions its solution developed in Quebec that makes it possible (i) to 

integrate models produced within the framework of Revit and Retro-BIM projects, (ii) to check their quality, 

(iii) to extract the relevant information to generate a model intended for the management, operations and 

maintenance of buildings and (iv) to feed software and IT tools for property management. 

In synergy with the SNCF Gares et Connexions team, Archidata will improve its tools for BIM-Operations to 

meet the growing needs of owners of large real estate portfolios looking to acquire specialized tools to 

monitor the evolution of their built assets over time. The No Code VISION technology of its French partner 

Algo’Tech will enable it to solidify the data exchange flows with the vast IT infrastructure of this client. 

  "I am proud that SNCF Gares et Connexions has opted for a Quebec solution that is off-the-shelf rather than 

trying to develop a new one. This confirms the leadership position that Montreal occupies in the development 

of innovative solutions "declares Mr. Dominique Dubuc, architect, President and founder of Archidata. 
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